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London Pewter 1700 – 1760 as shown in Hogarth’s Engravings.

Hogarth drew scenes of colourful London life amongst the ordinary and some of the better off people in 
everyday settings whilst telling powerful stories that appealed to the market for story telling in engraved and 
detailed prints. His engravings were sometimes produced in series telling their stories clearly to all who 
looked at them.

Hogarth was born in 1697 and died in 1764 with much of his recorded popular work dating from the late 
1720s. He was an accurate observer of life and of the cluttered social surroundings of the time. He was born 
the son of an academic but not prosperous schoolteacher. He was immensely talented as an artist and popular.

This article attempts by looking at examples of his work to identify his representations of pewter ware in 
common use at the time. Some of the items chosen for enlargement may not be pewter, but some could have 
been. The detail possible in the engravings and Hogarth’s wonderful talent give us our very best opportunity 
of understanding just what was commonly used then, and the style of those pieces.

Below are shown large parts of different engravings with the work named and dated where possible. From 
these certain images, some perhaps pewter, have been enlarged and edited with a Photoshop programme to 
more clearly see the detail. There are few comments given as the article is not intended to be in any sense 
definitive but to arouse the curiosity of the reader to look more closely at the detail of such work in painting 
or engraving, whenever possible and by whatever artist.

As concluding comments will show it is wise to be cautious, when enthusiastic!

SR. Hudibris Plate II – 1725-1726
Hudibris In Tribulation Plate V1- 1725-1726
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Hudibris Beats Sidrophel Plate VIII – 1725-1726

The Committee Plate X – 1725-1726 A Harlot’s Progress Plate II - 1732
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A Harlot’s Progress Plate III  - 1732

A Harlot’s Progress Plate V - 1732
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A Harlot’s Progress Plate VI - 1732

The Four Times of the Day Plat II Noon – May 1738

A Midnight Modern Conversation – March 1732-3
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Southwark Fair – January 1733/34

The shelves behind are likely to be a pewter stall. 
The front decorated vase or whatever is unlikely to 

be pewter. So this is perhaps simply a domestic ware 
stall with a strong pewter presence on the back 

shelves.

Strolling Actresses Dressing In A Barn  - 1738
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Marriage a la Mode – June 1745

Marriage a la Mode Plate 11 – 1745
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Marriage a la Mode Plate VI - 1745

The Fellow Prentices At Their Looms Plate 1 – 1747 The Industrious ‘Prentice Grown Rich, And Sherriff of 
London Plate VIII – 1747 

(illustration to show a table setting on a typical narrower 
width table of the time; and use of likely smaller 
individual plates to eat off size? - 9” diameter?)
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The Idle ‘Prentice Betray’d By His Whore, and taken In A Night 
Cellar With His Accomplice Plate IX – 1747 

Does this show a lidded 
measure? (fireplace left 

corner)

The March To Finchley – 1750/1 Beer Street and Gin Lane – BEER STREET – 1751
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Beer Street and Gin Lane – GIN LANE – 1750/51

See also An Unusual Use for a Very Large Pewter Plate…. (Plate Marks & Rims – Autumn 2010 Articles 
added)

An experienced Pewter collector having read this, comments very fairly as follows

In depictions of wealthy lifestyles, metal items are more likely to be silver than pewter. Because silversmiths 
had much greater freedom in design, it is not safe to assume that what is depicted represented a popular style 
at the time, this is often to be seen with flagons and inkstands. There is a silver "Charles I" type of 
flagon shown in the 1580s, but no evidence the style caught on then, whilst there are many one-off silver 
inkstand designs in the 18th and 19th centuries that just reflect the silversmith's creativity, not designs that 
were widespread at the time.

With scenes of everyday life it is more likely safer ground with regard to pewter, but the problem is still in 
knowing whether the item is metal or pottery and designs don't necessarily translate from one to the other.
So, such depictions need interpretation with caution. It's easy for us to persuade ourselves they are pewter 
because we want them to be pewter, but in many instances a pottery collector would see them all as pottery.

With reference to the Hogarth Engravings consider -

Hudibris II: This could be pewter, but if so Hogarth hasn't drawn it carefully - what's the handle doing 
attached below the collar? If it is pewter, it's an early example of a tulip-shaped body.

Hudibris VI: My immediate reaction was that this chunky jug is pottery.
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Hudibris VIII: The lantern can't be pewter. It may be tinplate. The dish could be made of anything - even, 
possibly, wood. The inkwell is interesting because it is the earliest illustration I have come across of a 
capstan-shaped pot like this. However the material is again uncertain, as round inkstands were also made of 
pottery and wood (with a glass bottle inside). My guess is that this one isn't pewter.

The Committee: Another interesting inkstand, though of a style I would expect in this period. However, 
more likely to be pottery than pewter.

Harlot's Progress II: A lovely bullet teapot, exactly right for the period. Could be silver or pewter.

Harlot's Progress III: What's she doing filling this tiny teapot from such a large jug? The jugs/mugs could 
well be pewter, though I'm less sure about the pair of tiny items on the table.

Harlot's Progress V: Bedpan could well be pewter, though I suspect pottery ones look much the same. Not 
convinced anything else here could be pewter.

Harlot's Progress VI: Clearly pottery - and not even English!

The four times of the day: I've seen this one before. A lovely row of baluster measures. Did you note the 
dish at the window?

A Midnight Modern Conversation: At this period the candlesticks will be brass, and the large bowl is 
Chinese porcelain. The chamber pot could be pewter.

Southwark Fair: I doubt whether you are right about the pewter, because I wouldn't expect to see pewter and 
pottery/porcelain sold from the same stall. (another collector suggests this stall is more likely to be selling  
delftware )

Strolling actresses: Interesting, because I've got a large pewter jug just like this, but it's nearly 100 years 
later. He even shows the blind hinge lug that mine's got (or maybe the lid has come off). I've never tried 
drinking out of it. Apart from the chamber pot, I doubt whether the other items are pewter.

Marriage a la mode: This is a classic silver inkstand of the period. This style was far more popular than the 
Treasury style with silversmiths, but the pewterers hardly ever made it. The candlestick is probably silver 
too.

Marriage a la mode II: A posh house, so these are almost certainly silver.

Marriage a la mode VI: From the handle, I fear this jug is pottery. Not sure about the other items.


